In his treatment of modern jihadism, Dr. Ibrahim walks the reader through how terrorist movements evolve, using classic sources (Ted Robert Gurr and Marth Crenshaw) to explain root causes of terror. He then outlines how the jihadi mindset rationalizes a "just war" to defend the "true faith."
This section is particularly useful to help the western reader understand the perspective of some of the jihadis, whose mantra is "we love death as you love life."
The stages of radicalization section is a solid primer to help a reader unfamiliar with the topic better understand how an individual transforms from a law abiding citizen into someone willing engage in violence for the sake of Islam. He walks the reader through the four stages and shows how the convert's thinking evolves with each change. This process goes from "we are oppressed" to "they are attacking our people" to "band of brothers" to an individual ready to engage in violent jihad for their cause. His description of this incremental evolution is one of the book's He concludes the book with policy prescriptions. He suggests the Saudis need to change their behavior and cease support of radical factions. He also prompts the United States to urge the Saudis to do the same. The suggestions come off as unrealistic and somewhat naïve. This is not the first time these suggestions have been offered and yet we're nowhere nearer to their realization than the first time they were offered years ago.
He also offers recommendations for western policymakers, teachers, journalists, and "all of us" on how to combat radical Islamic extremism.
While he rightfully cites political correctness as a problem and accurately outlines the depth and breadth of the challenges faced, the solutions come off as simplistically altruistic and even kitschy. Ironically, his policy suggestions make perfect sense to the western mind, but their mirror imaging of western values onto a non-western mind fall flat.
He is correct when he says "our media and opinion leaders need to start taking responsibility for the consequences of their actions. They cannot just pander to the ignorance and xenophobia of specific target audiences" (257). However, as he blames Fox News for propagating disinformation, he ignores the same behavior from CNN. Throughout the book, his left of center bias comes through quite clearly.
It would be an interesting exercise for a high school teacher or college professor to assign this book and Dr. Sebastian Gorka's latest tome (written from a more right-of-center perspective) and have the students compare and contrast the information and perspectives of both books. This book is written at too basic a level for someone already steeped in the topic, but useful for a young person attempting to better understand the topic.
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